LE SUEUR COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
AGENDA

MEETING DATE:

March 10, 2022

PLACE:

Le Sueur County Environmental Services Building
515 South Maple Ave, Le Center, MN

TIME:

7:00 P.M.

**Planning Commission Members if you CANNOT be at the meeting contact Mindy at 357-8538.

1. Call To Order
2. Agenda: Additions/Corrections/Approval
2.I. March 10, 2022 Agenda
3. Meeting Minutes: Additions/Corrections/Approval
3.I. DRAFT February 10, 2022 Minutes
Documents:
02-10-2022 DRAFT MINUTES.PDF
4. Applications
4.I. IMPACT POWER SOLUTIONS (IPS), ROSEVILLE, MN, (APPLICANT) KATHLEEN
REGENSCHEID TRUST, C/O TRACY WARN, MINNEAPOLIS, MN, (OWNER):
Request that the County grant an extension to Conditional Use Permit #2021104 to
allow a 1 MW Solar Energy System (SES) in an Agriculture “A” District. Property is
located in NW 1/4 SE 1/4, Section 24, Kasota Township.
Documents:

REGENSCHEID TRUST, C/O TRACY WARN, MINNEAPOLIS, MN, (OWNER):
Request that the County grant an extension to Conditional Use Permit #2021104 to
allow a 1 MW Solar Energy System (SES) in an Agriculture “A” District. Property is
located in NW 1/4 SE 1/4, Section 24, Kasota Township.
Documents:
IPS SOLAR - CUP TIME EXTENSION (PACKET).PDF
5. Discussion Items
6. Warrants/Claims
7. Adjourn
Planning & Zoning Commission Public Hearing Procedure: The Chairman calls the meeting
to order, then calls the item to be heard and asks the Applicant or representative present to come
to the podium to answer any questions or present any comments. The Chairman opens the
meeting to the public. Each speaker comes to the podium and states their name for the record
prior to making a statement or posing a question. All questions or comments are to be
directed to the board, NOT THE APPLICANT. After the public comments the Planning
Commission publicly discusses the information and reviews the findings before making a
motion. All meetings are recorded.

LE SUEUR COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
88 SOUTH PARK AVE.
LE CENTER, MINNESOTA 56057
February 10, 2022

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Don Reak, Doug Krenik, Shirley Katzenmeyer, Al Gehrke, Jeanne
Doheny, and Commissioner Wetzel

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Pam Tietz

OTHERS PRESENT:

Aaron Stubbs, Michelle Mettler

1. Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm by Chairperson Jeanne Doheny.

2. Agenda:

Additions/Corrections: None.
Motion to approve the agenda was made by DOUG KRENIK.
Second by SHIRLEY KATZENMEYER.
MOTION APPROVED. MOTION CARRIED.

3. Minutes:

January 13, 2022 Meeting, Additions/Corrections: NONE.
Motion to approve the minutes was made by AL GEHRKE.
Second by SHIRLEY KATZENMEYER.
MOTION APPROVED. MOTION CARRIED.

4. Applications:
ITEM #1:

DAVID WENDELSCHAFER ETAL, CLEVELAND, MN, (APPLICANT\OWNER): Request
that the County grant a Conditional Use Permit for a Final Plat of 6 lots to be known as
Lakeview Estates in a Recreational Residential “RR” Shoreland District and a Special
Protection “SP” Shoreland District, Lake Jefferson, a Recreational Development “RD”
lake. Property is located in Government Lots 2 & 3, Section 3, Cleveland Township and
Government Lot 1, Section 34 Cleveland Township.

Aaron Stubbs presented the PowerPoint presentation.
David Wendelschafer was present for the applicants.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM APPLICANT:
Wendelschafer – The applicant stated that he has been working with Bolton and Menk to ensure the
Final Plat is finished correctly. The applicant also stated that he has been working with the County
Engineer and staff to develop an Operation and Maintenance Plan for the stormwater basin. He is
meeting with the Township on February 22, 2022 and would have the Township signoff on the plan at
that meeting. To this point, he and the Township have only discussed the maintenance of the
proposed road. They will discuss the stormwater basin at the meeting in February.

TOWNSHIP: Notified. Response: None.
PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE: None.
PUBLIC COMMENTS: None.
COMMENTS FROM THE PLANNING COMMISSION WERE AS FOLLOWS:
Krenik – Asked about the stormwater basin maintenance. The applicant stated that the land is
currently in the family’s LLC. If the Township does not accept the basin for maintenance, the LLC
would continue to be funded and would ensure the basin was maintained once the applicant was no
longer able.
Krenik – Asked about the future grading on these properties and would they be full basements or
walk-out basements. The applicant stated that these homes would be full basements homes due to
the proximity of the bluff.
Katzenmeyer – Asked if the County had received comments from the DNR. Staff indicated that the
DNR made their comments during the initial Conditional Use Permit phase of this process. They have
made no additional comments since that time.
Krenik – Asked about the proposed road and who determines whether it is built correctly. The
applicant stated that the Township and Bolton and Menk would be determining whether the road was
built to the proper specifications.
FINDINGS BY MAJORITY VOTE:
1.

The proposed plat is not in conflict with adopted applicable general and specific land use plans of the City, County,
and Township.
(5-0 in support)

2.

The physical characteristics of the site, including but not limited to, topography, vegetation, susceptibility to
erosion and siltation, susceptibility to flooding, water storage, drainage and retention, and accessibility are such
that the site is physically suitable for the proposed density of development. (5-0 in support)

3.

The design of the plat or proposed improvements are not likely to cause substantial environmental damage. (5-0 in
support)

4.

The design of the plat or type of improvements is not likely to cause serious public health problems. (5-0 in
support)

5.

The design of the plat or the type of improvements will not conflict with any easements established by judgement of
a court. (5-0 in support)

Motion was made by DOUG KRENIK to recommend approval of the application with the
proposed conditions listed in the staff report.

Second by SHIRLEY KATZENMEYER.

MOTION APPROVED (5-0). MOTION CARRIED.

ITEM #2:

LE SUEUR COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS:
Amendments to affect Section 4 Definitions, Section 17 Subsurface Sewage Treatment
Systems.

Aaron Stubbs and Michelle Mettler were present for the applicant.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM APPLICANTS:

Staff asked the Planning Commission how they would like to proceed with the review.
Chairperson Doheny asked that we review the entire document and discuss each change as
proposed.
Staff explained that the proposed additional definitions with the exception of Agricultural Land,
Campground, and the three definitions related to different structure types, were all from MN Rules,
Chapter 7080.
COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION FROM THE PLANNING COMMISSION, RELATED TO SECTION 4
– RULES AND DEFINITIONS, WERE AS FOLLOWS:
Krenik – Had a question about the definition of Bedroom and how it would be used. Staff explained
how the term would be used in the office for future permits and septic requirements.
Doheny – Asked for the overall goal of tonight’s presentation. Staff explained that tonight was one of
the public hearings for the review of the proposed amendments. The goal was to have the Planning
Commission review the proposed amendments and provide a recommendation for the County Board.
Commission Wetzel – Explained that the County Board did have a work session with staff on
February 1st. At the conclusion of that meeting, the County Board did ask for a recommendation from
the Planning Commission prior to bringing the proposed amendments to the Board for final review.
Krenik – Asked a question about the definition of Existing System and how is it used. Staff explained
that the definition is used to differentiate between existing systems that have been permitted and
unpermitted systems that may not meet the current State requirements. Staff also explained that this
definition is already in place under State Rule. The County wanted to place it into its Ordinance to
provide clarity for landowners.
Doheny – Would prefer if the review was done page by page to provide some more structure to the
review.
Reak & Doheny – Identified an inconsistency between the proposed definition of Agricultural Land
and the County’s current structure in the Zoning Ordinance.
Krenik – Asked questions about how number of bedrooms is used to design septic systems. Staff
explained how the number of bedrooms dictates the estimated flow a future system would be required
to handle.
Discussion was held regarding the proposed definition for Campground. The purpose was to regulate
the number of campers on a property and not necessarily to limit a person having a one-time event
such as graduation party or 4th of July.
Doheny – Asked questions about corrections of sentence structure or punctuations. After some
discussion, it was determined that those type of corrections could be submitted after the meeting.
Discussion was held regarding the use of the term Regulated Lake and its definition.
Reak – Asked a question about the use of the term “Commissioner” in the definition. Staff explained
that the term Commissioner has a definition in the current Zoning Ordinance.
Krenik – Asked a question about Graywater systems versus standard septic systems. Staff explained
that occasionally a person may be interested in a Graywater system as an option. Staff also explained
that although a Graywater system does not contain sewage, the water is still required to be treated.
Krenik – Asked if a person could use any waterproof container as a septic tank. Staff explained that a
septic tank must be designed to meet the required specs from MN Rules, Chapter 7080.
Reak – Asked what classification of structure would a mini-storage structure be classified as. Staff
explained that mini-storage buildings would be considered a Commercial Structure under the
proposed definition.

COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION FROM THE PLANNING COMMISSION, RELATED TO SECTION
17 – SUBSURFACE SEWAGE TREATMENT SYSTEMS, WERE AS FOLLOWS
Staff explained the difference between Chapter 7080 – 7083 in MN Rules and the proposed effective
date.
Doheny – Asked who the Agency was. Staff explained that the Agency was defined as the MN
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA).
Reak – Asked a question about the abbreviation SDS and what it means. Staff explained that SDS
means State Disposal System and an explanation of the abbreviation would be added prior to its use
in the Ordinance.
Discussion was held regarding the proposed changes in the List of Differences.
Krenik – Asked if days means calendar days or business days. Staff stated that the Ordinance
dictates which of those options is being exercised.
Reak – Asked if ten days was enough time for a contractor to submit their As-Built. Staff explained that
the proposed change double the amount of time that have currently. Staff also explained that
extending the time limit out too far may lead to issues where the requirement is forgotten by the
contractor.
Discussion was held regarding the proposed requirement that the request of a Zoning Permit be a
trigger for a septic compliance inspection. This item was discussed during the Planning Commission
work session. At that time staff was asked to look back at the previous two years to see how this
change would impact landowners. The results of the research show that over the past two years, 500
permits were issued outside of Shoreland. 50 of those would not have triggered a review of the septic
under the current rules. Of those 50, approximately 18% were on properties where the County has no
documentation on the location and condition of the septic system.
Reak – Expressed some concern with the thought of how the building of a grain bin would be
connected to compliance of a septic system. Staff explained that there is no connection between the
actual structure and the system. This is just a trigger to require a review of the system. The overall
goal is to help improve water quality without inundating the area’s contractors with hundreds of
additional inspections each season.
Krenik – Although landowners in the Ag. district may not like this proposed requirement. A person
who farms in one of the Shoreland Districts may already be working within these rules.
Staff explained that during work session with the County Board, completing a County-wide septic
inventory was discussed as an alternative to this proposed regulation. Staff conducted some
preliminary research with the company the County works with for the septic inventories completed
around the lake regions. Estimated costs for completing a County-wide inventory was $1-2 million, not
including the pumping costs, and the timeline for completion was estimated to be 3-5 years under
optimal conditions. In addition, additional staff or a contracted employee may be required during the
inventory to manage the paperwork generated from a County-wide inventory.
Gehrke – Asked if a person owns a farmsite that includes a house but no one lives in the house,
would a compliance inspection be required before they could build a bin. Staff explained that in that
scenario, the landowner could abandon the septic system and avoid the need for a compliance
inspection.
Staff explained that when the program started the original discussions were aimed at locating these
outdated systems. Originally, the County adopted triggers related to property transfers, a few years
later they added the requirements for properties in the Shoreland districts. This proposed amendment
is the next step in trying to locate those outdated systems that pose an imminent threat to water
quality.

Krenik – Asked if it would make more sense to have the compliance inspection be triggered based on
the cost of a proposed structure. Staff explained that if the trigger were related to cost or value of a
proposed structure, they would be in a constant disagreement with landowners about the cost or value
of their proposed structure.
Reak – Stated that staff will need to explain to landowners why this is a trigger and how it is not
directly connected to the proposed structure. He also stated that although some landowners would be
upset, the reality is their septic probably should have been done previously. There is plenty of
discussion about water quality throughout the entire Country, why should Le Sueur County be any
different? Staff stated that the County’s Land Use Plan lists Ag. Preservation and Water Quality as its
two main goals.
Commissioner Wetzel – Stated that this requirement makes more sense to him versus a Countywide septic inventory. He recognizes that Environmental Services does not have the staff to support
that large of an inventory. Staff explained that the majority of a septic inventory would be performed
during the construction season. Environmental Services has one septic inspector who runs from 8a –
430p every day during the season. She would be unable to maintain her current duties and manage a
County-wide inventory on her own. In addition, would the area contractors be able to manage that
large of a project along with their current customer base? There are a lot of unknowns with a Countywide inventory versus including the proposed requirement which may result in 25+ additional
inspections each year.
Reak – This appears to be the best option available. Staff explained that when the County first
adopted the requirement of septic compliance for property transfer, there were a lot of angry people in
the County but now, it is viewed as a part of the process. Even the property transfer requirement does
not capture all transfers in the County. If the transfer does not involve a sale for more than $3,000, no
Certificate of Real Estate Value is created and Environmental Services is not notified.
Discussion was held related to the DNR setback requirements. Staff informed the Planning
Commission that the DNR notified staff the SSTS setback in an RC District of an NE lake was half of
the required setback and needed to be changed to a minimum of 150’. The initial reaction was to
make the setback in all districts 200’ from an NE lake. Staff expressed concern that increasing all
setbacks to 200’ would lead to an increase in variance requests due to the number non-conforming
parcels throughout the County. After some additional discussion, it was determined that adjusting the
setback to 150’ in the RR and RC districts around NE lakes would provide some flexibility while still
meeting the minimum required standards of the DNR.
Discussion was held about requiring appropriate sizing of a septic system if an applicant was
increasing the number of bedrooms on their property.
Krenik – Asked what the expiration dates of a Compliance Inspection were. Staff informed the
Planning Commission that a Certificate of Compliance was valid for 5 years on a new system and 3
years on an existing system.
Discussion was held on the triggers for requiring a Compliance Inspection. Staff is proposing to add
property splits as a trigger. The justification is to ensure a landowner would still have enough
remaining property to accommodate future septic needs of the parcel.
Reak – Asked a question related to the requirement that a contractor wait for the County Inspector for
2 hours before going ahead with the work. Staff informed the Planning Commission that typically an
inspection is scheduled a minimum of one day ahead of time and the issue of waiting for two hours
has never come up over the past 15 years.
Krenik – Asked if the SWCD is called in to settle a dispute on soil types. Staff stated that the SWCD is
not consulted in those situations; however, a soil scientist may be consulted to settle a dispute on
different soil types.
Krenik – Asked a question about the County’s Record Retention Policy and how long septic records
had to be kept. Staff stated that we are currently going through the process of digitizing all new and
existing records but until the Department adopts a new retention policy, all records must be kept.

Motion was made by DOUG KRENIK to recommend approval of the proposed amendments with
the corrections discussed by the Planning Commission.
Second by DON REAK.
MOTION APPROVED (5-0). MOTION CARRIED.

ITEM #3:

LE SUEUR COUNTY SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS:
Amendments to affect the entire ordinance in relation to the process of platting and
dividing land.

Aaron Stubbs and Michelle Mettler were present for the applicant.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM APPLICANTS:
Mr. Stubbs stated that the Ordinance was being renamed from Subdivision Ordinance to Land Division
Ordinance because the regulations were no longer specific to subdivision plats. He also informed the
Planning Commission there may be some inconsistencies throughout the Ordinance where certain
terms would be used interchangeably. Staff would go through the document and correct those
inconsistencies prior to the March 1st public hearing with the County Board.
COMMENTS FROM THE PLANNING COMMISSION WERE AS FOLLOWS:
Discussion was held about the new property split procedures and the changes at the State level which
allowed this new review authority.
Doheny – Identified a series of inconsistencies with the use of “County Zoning Staff”.
Discussion was held about the proposed date of June 1, 2022 for the adoption of the proposed
regulations. Discussion was also held about the proposed definitions in the Land Division Ordinance.
Krenik – Asked why the date was included in the definition of Agricultural Land in the Land Division
Ordinance but not in the Zoning Ordinance. Staff stated they would correct that error.
Krenik – Asked a question about the term “Flag Lot”. Staff explained what the definition meant and
how it was used.
Doheny – Asked a question about the Simple Land Split process. Staff explained it was related to the
newly proposed process of property splitting.
Discussion was held regarding the triggers which require a full subdivision plat. Historically, creating
more than two lots, less than 5 acres, would trigger a full subdivision plat. Because of the new
administrative process, that number is being increased the three lots, less than 5 acres, requiring a
plat.
Discussion was held related to the current property split review process. Staff explained the 2017
change at the state level which gave Counties the ability to accept property spilt review authority. The
different types of property splits were also discussed. Staff explained each category and gave a
supporting example. The fees associated with each category were also discussed.
Krenik – Asked if solar projects or wind towers were split onto separate parcels. Staff explained that
typically those projects are on leased land and not split off on separate parcels.
Krenik – Asked a question about the timeline for approving property splits. Staff explained they would
have 5 business days to review a Simple Land Split and 15 business days to review an Administrative
Land Split. This is based on the level of detail required for more intensive development.

Krenik – Asked a question related to the fees associated with each of the proposed property split
procedures. He also asked if the fees were designed to cover the entire cost of each permit. Staff
explained that none of our fees are designed to completely cover the cost of reviewing an application.
To do that, we would need to know the cost of each individual sheet of paper, how much electricity the
copier uses, factor in the cost of toner, etc.
Commissioner Wetzel – Stated that fees are never designed to make money. Their purpose is for the
applicant to share some of the cost related to their request.
Discussion was held about changing the requirements of a pre-application meeting, and to allow an
applicant to submit a digital copy of their plat versus eight paper copies. Staff also explained that the
list of requirements for a plat were required by State Statute or already in the current Ordinance.
Reak – Asked if the County has a Sanitarian. Staff stated that Andrew Nicolin is the County Sanitarian
and he is housed in the Public Health Department.
Doheny – Asked if there was a Minnesota Construction Stormwater Handbook. Staff stated that this is
a handbook that is currently used and two Environmental Services staff members had recently
completed a stormwater construction site management course.
Discussion was held about the proposed requirements for all future stormwater retention / detention
structures and their future maintenance.
Krenik – Asked how these changes would have differed the previous request for a subdivision plat.
Staff explained that the only difference for that developer would have been, their stormwater filtration
basin would have been required to be on its on Outlot.
Doheny – Asked if we can really state a predetermined jail sentence for a violation of this Ordinance.
Discussion was held about the Section in the Ordinance related to Violations. Staff will check with the
County Attorney to verify this language is correct and would make any necessary changes.
Doheny – Stated that staff should change the name of the building listed in Subdivision 14.3 from
Courthouse to Government Center.
Motion was made by AL GEHRKE to recommend approval of the proposed amendments with
the corrections discussed by the Planning Commission.
Second by DON REAK.
MOTION APPROVED (5-0). MOTION CARRIED.

5. Discussion Items:


Two items on the March Planning Commission Agenda.
o CUP Extension and Ordinance Amendments (Definitions and Shoreland)



Shoreland Training to be held in the afternoon on Wednesday, March 16th
o Training to be held in the County’s E.O.C.
o Exact time will be shared with the P.C. once it is established
o P.C. members to email staff any specific topics they would like to discuss during
the training



Work Session next month to begin at 6:00p
o Topics to include Definitions and Interim Use Permits

6. Warrants/Claim-signatures:

7. Adjournment:
Motion to adjourn meeting by AL GEHRKE.
Second by DON REAK.
MOTION APPROVED. MOTION CARRIED.

Respectfully submitted,
Aaron Stubbs

Recording of the meeting is on file in the
Le Sueur County Environmental Services Office

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
LE SUEUR COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING
88 SOUTH PARK AVENUE
LE CENTER MN 56057
Direct Dial (507) 357-8538 Fax (507) 357-8541

2/9/2022
APPLICATION DATE:
PERMIT NUMBER:
4/10/2022
60 DAY RULING DATE:
APPLICANT: IMPACT PWER SOLUTIONS
LAND OWNER:
2670 PATTON RD
ADDRESS:
ADDRESS:
ROSEVILLE
CITY:
CITY:
MN
STATE:
ZIP: 55113
STATE:
612-597-8159
PHONE:
PHONE:
911: 43555 315TH AVE, KASOTA

PARCEL #: 05.024.5000
24
SEC:
SUBDIV:
110
TWP:
LOT:
26
RANGE:
BLOCK:
NW/SE
QTR/QTR:
ROAD:

NA
NA
NA
CR

2022021

FEE: $796.00
*FEES NON-REFUNDABLE

KATHLEEN REGENSCHEID TRUS
5544 44TH AVE S
MINNEAPOLIS
MN
ZIP: 55417
612-309-3377

TOWNSHIP:

KASOTA

DISTRICT:

A

FEMA PANEL #: 27079C0235D
FLOOD ZONE:

X OUTSIDE

I (We), the undersigned, owner(s) and or applicant(s) of the property described herein, do hereby respectfully
petition your Honorable Bodies to grant a Conditional Use Permit, as hereinafter designated, and in support
thereof, the following facts are presented:

1.) Reason for Requested Conditional Use Permit.
APPLICANT REQUESTS AN EXTENSION OF CUP #2021104 FOR A 1 MW SOLAR ENERGY
SYSTEM (SES)

2.) Reason for Approval or Denial of Request as Listed in Findings.
3.) Special Conditions of Conditional Use Permit.
RECORDED LEGAL DESRIPTION OF PROPERTY MUST BE SUBMITTED PRIOR TO ISSUANCE
OF ZONING PERMITS. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS AS STATED IN RECORD.
2/10/2022
APPLICANT/PROPERTY OWNER

DATE
2/10/2022

LE SUEUR COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING AUTHORITY

PUBLIC HEARING DATE:

3/10/2022

AS WRITTEN
COUNTY BOARD DATE:

DATE

ACTION:
WITH CONDITIONS

3/22/2022

AS WRITTEN

CHAIRMAN, LE SUEUR COUNTY
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION

CHAIRMAN, LE SUEUR COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

ACTION:
WITH CONDITIONS

DATE

DATE

STAFF REPORT
GENERAL INFORMATION
APPLICANT:

Impact Power Solutions

OWNER:

Kathleen Regenscheid

911 ADDRESS:

43555 315th Ave, Kasota, MN

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Requests review and approval of a time extension for Conditional Use Permit# 2021104.
The previously approved CUP allowed for the development of a 1 MW Solar Energy
System on land located in part of the Northwest Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of
Section 24, Kasota Township.

PARCEL NUMBER:

05.024.5000

CUP NUMBER:

2021400

SITE INFORMATION
LOCATION:

NW/SE Section 24, Kasota Township

ZONING DISTRICT:

Agriculture District

ZONING DISTRICT PURPOSE:

The Agriculture (A) District is established for areas where agriculture uses are seen as
the best and highest long term use of the land. The land itself needs to be preserved for
primarily agricultural activities. These areas should avoid existing cities, residential zones
and subdivisions. They should be large contiguous land areas with mostly prime soils.

GENERAL SITE
DESCRIPTION:

Existing 1 MW Solar Energy System, farmland

ACCESS:

New access off County Road 106

EXISTING LAND USE WITHIN ¼ MILE:
North: Stream, wooded area, State Highway 99,
5 MW SES, Tillable Acreage

South: Tillable Acreage

West: 1 MW SES and Tillable Acreage

East:

Tillable Acreage

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This project was originally reviewed during the May 13, 2021 Planning Commission meeting. At the conclusion of that meeting, the
Planning Commission recommended approval request. The application received final approval from the Le Sueur County Board of
Commissioners on May 25, 2021. The Zoning Permit for this project was issued on November 12, 2021. There was a delay in issuance
of the permit due to an issue with the SWPPP documents and the access approval.

TOWNSHIP BOARD NOTIFICATION
Requests for Time Extensions do not require Township Notification

1

NATURAL RESOURCES INFORMATION
SHORELAND:

The subject parcel is located within the Special Protection Shoreland Districts of an unnamed creek. The County’s
Zoning Ordinance prohibits the development of Large Solar Energy Systems in the SP District. All components of
the approved project would be located outside of the SP District.

WETLANDS:

According to the National Wetlands Inventory Map, there are no identified wetlands on the subject parcel.

ATTACHMENTS
Application, Description of Request, and Site Plan

ORDINANCE REVIEW
ZONING ORDINANCE SECTIONS:

Section 21 – Conditional Use Permits

Section 21 – Conditional Use Permits
SUBDIVISION 5. LAPSE CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT BY NON-USE
A. After granting a Conditional Use Permit, if the work as permitted by the permit shall not have been completed within one (1)
year.
1.

Such permit shall become null and void unless a petition for extension of time in which to complete the work has been
granted by the Board of County Commissioners.

2.

Such extension shall be requested in writing and filed with the Department at least thirty (30) days before the expiration
of the original Conditional Use Permit.

3.

The request for extension shall state facts showing a good faith attempt to complete the work permitted in the
Conditional Use Permit.

4.

Such petition shall be presented to the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners for decision.

B. In the event a Conditional Use Permit is discontinued or its approved operation is stopped for a period of one (1) year, the
Conditional Use Permit shall become null and void.

PLANNING COMMISSION CONSIDERATIONS
Based on the information submitted by the applicant and as required by the Le Sueur County Subdivision Ordinance, the following
information shall be considered prior to making a recommendation for this request:
1.

Whether the proposed time extension was filed at least 30 days before the expiration of the original Conditional Use Permit;

2.

Whether the proposed time extension stated facts showing a good faith attempt to complete the work permitted in the
Conditional Use Permit;

STAFF REVIEW COMMENTS
1.

Conditional Use Permit# 2021104 was approved by the County Board on May 25, 2021.

2.

In the time since the May 2021 approval, the applicant has completed the following items:
A. All diligence for the project including but not limited to:
1. Wetland analysis
2. Cultural and historical analysis
3. Environmental site assessment
4. Geotechnical

2

5.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
3.

Alta Survey

Paid the IA with Xcel the utility in the amount of $197,507
Completed full construction drawing sets including electrical, structural, and civil designs.
Established and signed the Xcel utility easement giving Xcel the access to site to build their electrical infrastructure.
$25k Decommissioning Bond is in place.
Received the Zoning permit, SWPPP permit, and driveway permits for the project.

The Zoning Permit, approving the construction of this project, was issued on November 12, 2021.

3

Received 1-31-22

Aaron & Michelle,
Good afternoon, my name is Kevin Corcoran and I am the project manager at NEE in charge of the
Regenscheid Solar CSG project. Given our current timeline which has us being mechanically complete
with the project on July 15th 2022, I would like to formally reach out to request an extension to the CUP
which expires on 5/25/2022.
Per the approval letter attached above I have addressed each of the 5 items outlined to attain an
extension below.
1. Such permit shall become null and void unless a petition for extension of time in which to
complete the work has been granted by the Board of County Commissioners.
2. Such extension shall be requested in writing and filed with the Department at least thirty (30)
days before the expiration of the original Conditional Use Permit.
3. The request for extension shall state facts showing a good faith attempt to complete the work
permitted in the Conditional Use Permit.
a. We have completed all diligence for the project including but not limited to:
i. Wetland analysis
ii. Cultural and historical analysis
iii. Environmental site assessment
iv. Geotechnical
v. Alta Survey
b. We have paid the IA with Xcel the utility in the amount of $197,507
c. We have completed full construction drawing sets including electrical, structural, and
civil designs.
d. We have established and signed the Xcel utility easement giving Xcel the access to site
to build their electrical infrastructure.
e. $25k Decommissioning Bond is in place.
f. We have received the Zoning permit, SWPPP permit, and driveway permits for the
project. We are just waiting until spring to get started.
4. Such petition shall be presented to the Planning Commission and Board of County
Commissioners for decision.
5. You will be required to pay the conditional use application fee as established by the Le Sueur
County Board of Commissioners when the request for extension is filed with the Department.

